
neoplasms, uptake of â€˜8FDGmay be a matter of prolifer
ative rate (2). The initialapplicationof 18FDG-PETwas in
the evaluation of seizure disorders, brain tumors and de
mentia, where it is more sensitive and specific than other
imaging modalities (3â€”5).The technique was then applied
to the heart,where myocardialviability is virtually assured
by significant 18fl@Gactivity measured within a myocar
dial region demonstratingdiminishedcoronaiy blood flow,
whether by 13@J@3,20111-chloride,or @â€œTc-sestamibi
(MIBI) (6â€”8).Recently, â€˜8FDG-PETstudies have proven
to be of significant clinical feasibility in oncology, where
the malignantpotentialof a lesion can usually be definedby
the degree of 18FDGaccumulationwithin that mass (9,10).

Widespreadimplementationof PET as a clinical imaging
modality has been hindered by the high costs of imaging
systems ($1â€”2million), cyclotrons ($2â€”3million), support
laboratories ($1â€”2million), maintenance and operations
($0.5â€”imillion) (11), and by limited third-party reimburse
ment. This has stimulatedinterest in alternativemethods of
imaging the Sii-keV photons of positron emitters (12,13).

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical
feasibility of SPECT imaging of 18FDGwith a conventional
dual-head gamma camera. If successful, this application
would require regional distribution of 18FDG,which has
already been accomplished in some areas for PET imaging
without in-house cyclotron facilities. Major physical pa
rameters were measured with both the gamma camera and
the PET system, and several phantoms were studied to
compare the image quality of the two modalities. All the
studies were performedwith PET and SPECF to compare
the clinical diagnostic quality of 18FDG-SPECT.

The clinicaluthityof FDG-PETimaginginthe evaluationof pa
tients with cardiac, oncologicand neurologicdiseases is well
documented.The majordisadvantages of PETconbnueto be @s
high cost and limitedavalla@y. Methods: W@ the goal of
providingequivalentdiagnosticInformationusing a widelyavail
able, less expensive modality,we evaluated the clinicaluthityof
FDG-SPECTimagingwitha conventionaldual-headed camera
as compared to PET in 21 pabents. Results: To compare the
image qualftyof the two modali@es,majorphysicalparameters
and phantom determinationswere obtained. By using the 511-
keV collimators,we achieved resolu@onand system volume
sensitMtythatwerelessthanthoseforPETbyfactorsof2.6and
8, respectively.The SPECT system, on the other hand, could
easily resolve2 x 0.5-cmcolddefects inthe heart phantomand
2-cm hot lesions ina 22-cmcylindhcalphantomwitha target-to
background ratio of 5:1. FDG-SPECTimagingof nine patients
withheart disease yielded similardiagnostic informationof the
amount of viable myocardium present when compared to PET.
Inseven of eightpatients,malignanttissueViSUalIZedwithFDG
PET was seen equallywellwithSPECT. The lesions not visu
alizedwithFDG-SPECTwere eithersmall (1 .5 cm) or benign.
SPECTimagingoffourpatientswithcerebrallesionswas incon
clusNe due to the small sample size but seemed promising.
Conclusion: FDG-SPECTwith511-keVcollimationis less ex
pensive, more available and technicallysimplerthan PET. We
believethat FDG-SPECThas achieved sufficientsensftMtyand
resolution to detect myocardial via@lftyand diagnose malignant
tumors 2 cm in diameter.

Key Words: fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose;posftronemission
tomography; single-photon emission computed tomography;
coronaryartery disease; neoplasm
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MATERIALS AND METhODS

he clinical utility of PET is well documented, and high
resolution imaging of â€˜8F-fluorodeoxyglucose(18FDG)has
been used for many years to study glucose utilizationin the
brain, heart and neoplasms. In tissues containing low 1ev
els of intracellular glucose-6-phosphatase (i.e., brain, heart
and striatal muscle), fluorodeoxyglucose is accumulated
within cells proportional to the cellular glycotic rate (1). In
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Equipment and Physical Measurements
SPECF imagingwas performed using an APEX Helix dual

head, rectangularfieldofview digitalscintillationcamera(Elscint,
Inc.,Hackensack,NJ).Thecameraelectronicsweremodifiedby
the manufacturerto permit imaging of 511-keV photons in the
singles mode. The long-range linear response of the Helix front
end signalpulse-heightelectronics enables the acquisitionof both
linearityandenergycorrectiontables in the standardenergy range
(30â€”360keV)and their applicationin the ultra-highenergyregion
(511keV)withoutdegradationin eitheruniformityor spatial res
olution. The electronics are also modified to take maximum ad
vantageof the relativelyhighsignalproducedby the 511-keV
photons and of the simultaneous 180Â°photon radiation. These
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modifications resulted in a measured energy resolution of 8.5%
(FWHM of photopeak) at 511 keV. At this energy, the 3/8 inch
thick NaI(Tl) ciystals have a photopeak detection efficiency of
approximately 13%. A set of ultra-high energy @UHE)collimators
were designed to support ultra-high energy, general-purpose,
wholebodyandSPECFapplications.Thecoffimatorshaveacore
lengthof 80 mmwith 4-mmdiameterhexagonalholes and 2.5-mm
thicksepta.The septalpenetrationfor a singleseptumbetween
adjacent holes was calculated to be 3.9%. Each collimator
weighed 142kg. The system sensitivity (includingcollimatorpen
etration) with the UHE collimators was measured with a 10-cm
diameter disk source of 18Fand with an energywindow ofSll keV
Â±10% usingthe NEMA sensitivityprotocol. By evaluatingde
tectedcountsoutsideof a 10-cmdiametercircularregionof inter
est (ROl) over the disk source and contributions to line spread
measurements from penetration, an estimate was made of the
percentageof detectedphotonsdueto penetration.Planarmea
surements of spatial resolution were made with a thin line source
of â€˜8Finairat0, 5, 10,15and20cmfromthecollimatorpressure
sensitivedevice (7 mm fromthe collimatorface). SPECF spatial
resolution measurementswith scatter were made with a thin line
sourceof 18Fin the center of a 22-cmdiameterwater-filledcylin
drical phantom using a 13-cm radius of rotation and a circular
orbit. A Hamming filter was used for image reconstruction to
optimizespatialresolutionmeasurements.SPECFvolumesensi
tivity measurements using both heads were made with a 22-cm
diameter cylindrical phantom containing a solution of â€˜8Fand
using a 13-cmradius of rotation and a circularorbit. The digital
electronicsof thecamerapermittedframe-by-framedecaycorrec
tion for short-lived radioisotopes like 18F.

PETimagingwas performedusingan ECAT933/08/16tomo
graph(Cf/Siemens, Knoxville, TN) with a 12.8-cmaxial fieldof
view, producing 15 transaxial slices, each of 8-mm thickness.
Spatial resolution and volume sensitivity measurements were
made using the same protocol as with the dual-headcamera. For
the volume sensitivity determination,measured counts were re
lated to the actual activity within the field of view since the
phantomwas longerthanthe axial fieldofview. A Hammingifiter
was usedforall imagereconstructionsexceptthespatialresolu
tion measurementwhere a rampfilterwas used to optimize res
olution. The scannerhardwareestimates and corrects for random
events using the standarddelayed window technique.

Imageacquisitionsof 30mindurationwereperformedonboth
systems using a Data Spectrum cardiac phantom (Chapel Hill,
NC) containing 300 pCi of 18Fand placed in a 22-cm diameter
water-filledcylindricalphantom.The phantomcontainedtwo sim
ulated 45Â°defects: one 2 x 1 cm, and the other 2 x 0.5 cm.

To evaluatethe abilityof the camerasystem to detect hot
lesions, a 22-cm diameterphantom containing six spheres of di
ameter ranging from 1.3 to 3.8 cm was imaged with the PET
scanner and the dual-head camera. Both the phantom and the
spheres were filled with a solution containing â€˜8F,with the con
centrations adjusted to provide a ratio of sphere activity-to-back
ground activity of 5:1 in order to simulate clinical situations in
volving hot lesion detection. The phantom was imaged on the PET
scanner for 10 mm and the dual-head SPECF camera for 60 mm to
make approximateadjustmentsfor differencesin system sensitiv
ity. Circular ROIs, the size of the smallest sphere, were identffied
over eachsphereanda backgroundareaover the volume,and
contrast ratios of measured sphere counts to background counts
were calculated and tabulated.

Patients
Thestudygroupwas madeup of 21 patientswho underwent

clinical â€˜8FDG-PETimaging followed immediately by 18J@Q..
SPEC!'of thesameregion.Group1 includedninepatientsbeing
evaluated for myocardial viability; Group 2 consisted of eight
patients being assessed for malignant tumors and Group 3 in
cludedfour patientsbeingassessedfor intracerebrallesions.

All Group 1 patients had undergone routine evaluation of myo
cardial perfusion with 20@T1SPECF, @Fc-MIBISPECF or
13@j PET, as well as percutaneous coronaiy angiography. Pa

tientsin Group2 hadbeenassessedpreviouslywithvariousmc
dalities, including CT and/or MRI. Patients with hepatic metasta
ses had undergoneCF arterialportography.The Group3 patients
were all assessedwith MRI and/orCF of the brain.

FDG-PET Imaging
Allpatientswere fastedfora minimumof4 hr priorto imaging.

Transmissionscans (10mm per bed position)were obtainedin all
patients using a ring source of seGe to correct for photon attenu
ationfollowedby intravenousadministrationof approximately
370 MBq (10 mCi) 18@flf@â€¢After a 45â€”60-mindistributionphase,
emissionimagingwas performedfor 15mmperbedposition.A
stationaiy laser systemwas used to ensure accurate positioning
betweentransmissionand emissionscanning.

Group 1 patients were loaded with 50 g oral glucose 45â€”60min
prior to injection of 18@1@â€¢p@ patients underwent a PET per
fusion study using 13@4Jj3()flthe same day as their lSJ@TV@study.
Group2 patientswerescannedwithtwo to five nonoverlapping
setsoftransaxialimages.Group3patientswerescannedwithtwo
interleavedbedpositions,yieldingslicesof 8-mmthicknesswith4
mm of overlap. A thermoplastic face mask, molded to the pa
tient'sheadandlockedintothe headholderof the scanner,was
used to minimize head movement duringbrain imaging. Images
were obtainedin the axialplaneandthenreconstructedinboth the
coronal and sagittalplanes.

SPECT Imaging
Allpatientswere imagedusingthe dual-headscintillationcam

era immediately following completion of PET imaging, ranging
from60to 150mmafterâ€˜8FDGinjectiondependingonthenumber
of bedpositionsimagedwithPET.

The SPECFacquisitionprotocolfor the Group1 patientsin
cluded a single-head rotating 180Â°from the RAO (315Â°)to the LPO
(135Â°) projection for 60 stops at 30 sec per stop. Initial cardiac

studieswereperformedby collectingdatafrombothheads,and
two sets of imageswere reconstructed:one set usingdatafrom
both heads and the second set using data from only the head
rotating from the RAO to LPO position. Comparison of the two
image sets showed that the dataset from the single-head was
slightly superiorin resolutionto that from the dual-headset, and
therefore the remainder of the study was conducted with the
single-head.Geometricattenuationcorrections were applied to
thefirststudiesbutyieldednoimprovementinimagequality.The
imageswere collectedin a 64 x 64 matrixusingword mode and
then reconstructedusing a Butterworthfilter and temporal
smoothingalongthe short axis, the horizontallongaxis, and the
vertical long axis of the heart. For the remainingpatients, each
headacquiredimagesevety 3Â°for180Â°overtheROIina 64 x 64
matrix. Frame-by-frame decay correction was performed before
imagereconstructionwas accomplished.Geometricattenuation
corrections were performed on the brain images.

This protocol was approved by the VUMC InstitutionalRe
view Board, and all participantsgavewritten informedconsent.
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Spherediameter
(cm)Measuredcontrast

ratio Â±se.PETDual-head

camera

Sphere and backgroundconcentrationswere 13.66and 2.73 @aCVml
forthe PETmeasurementsand 10.61and 2.12 @CWmlforthe dual-head
camera measurements.

mild difference but clinically insignificant, 1 = moderate to
marked clinically significant difference). The standard uptake
value (SUV)was calculatedfor all lesions > 1.2 cm as follows:
lesion activity (;LCiJml)Ã·dose (mCi)/bodywt (kg). Lesion size
was determinedfromcontemporaryCTscans.

RESULTS

Physical Measurements
The system sensitivity for the dual-headcamerawith the

UHE collimators was measured to be 129 cpm/@Ciwith a
10-cm diameter disk source of â€˜8F.By evaluating detected
counts outside of a 10-cm diameter circular ROl over the
disk source and contributions to line spread measurements
from penetration, it was estimated that approximately52%
of the detected photons were due to penetration. There
fore, excluding penetration, the system sensitivity was cal
culated to be 62 cpm/@Ci. Planar spatial resolution mea
surementswith a thinline source of â€˜8Fyielded the FWHM
and FWTM values shown in Figure 1. SPEC!' spatial res
olution measurements with scatter yielded a measurement
of 17 mm FWHM. SPECF volume sensitivity measure
ments yielded a value of 270 cpm/@Ci.

For the PET scanner, the spatial resolution within an
8-mm slice was measured to be 6.5 mm, yielding a voxel
size of 6.5 x 6.5 x 8 mm. The volume sensitivity was

TABLE I
Measured Contrast Ratios of HotSpheres in a Warm

Background

3.84.84 Â±0.093.13 Â±0.243.24.93
Â±0.092.64 Â±0.212.54.54
Â±0.082.13 Â±0.171.93.44Â±0.061.65Â±0.14I

.62.74 Â±0.051 .18Â±0.11I

.32.06 Â±0.041 .11 Â±0.10

FiGURE 1. Spatial resolution (FWHM and FWTM) measure
mentsmadew@a linesourceof 18Finairforthe uftra-highenergy
(UHE)collimator.

Image Analysis
For the cardiacpatients(Group1), imagesof all PET and

SPECF scans were reoriented along the short axis of the heart
with slices of the same thickness. Three sets of short-axis images
from @Â°1Tl-SPECF(or@ PETP@'Tc-MIBI),â€˜8FDG-PETand
â€˜8FDG-SPECFwere comparedseparatelyand independentlyby
two experienced observers. Side-by-side comparisons of the rel
evantimageswere thenmadeby eachobserver,anddifferences
wereresolvedby consensus.

In each patient,the myocardialregionwith the maximum
counts on the @Â°â€˜11/Â°@Tc-MIBI/'3NH3study was used as the
normalperfusionreferencefor that patient. The myocardialseg
ment on the l8fl@f@images that corresponded to the normalper
fusion reference on the @Â°1Tlfl@Fc-MIBI/'3NH3images was used
as the normal reference region for relative l8J@W@uptake. In all
other myocardial regions, l8}@T1yJuptake was compared to the
activity in this normal reference region. The activity of â€˜8p@was
determined to be either normal (normal perfusion associated with
normal l8@T@activity),matched(diminishedrelativeâ€˜8J@ac
tivity with reduced perfusion) or mismatched (increased relative
l8pjr@j activity with reduced perfusion).

Side-by-sidecomparisonsof the â€˜8FDG-PETand â€˜8fl@@
SPECT images of the oncology (Group 2) and neurology (Group
3) patientswere made. Differenceswere gradedper detected
lesionon a three-pointscale (3 = no or minimaldifference,2 =

B

I) 4@ 0 0

0 0 . .0 0 0
FIGURE 2. Short-axis slices of 8-mm thickness obtained wfththe Data Spectrum card@c phantom w@itwo 45Â°lesions (2 x 1 cm and
2 x 0.5cm)(arrows)andplacedina 22-cmdiameterwater-filledphantom.Thirty-minutescanswereperformedwfththePETscanner(A)
and the dual-head camera (B)withthe cardI@ phantom containing 300 @Clof 18F.
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measured to be 2238 cpm/@tCi.When comparingdual-head
SPEC!' to PET for 511-keV imaging, it is apparentthat the
measured spatial reconstructed resolution is less by a fac
tor of 2.6, and volume sensitivity is less by a factor of 8.

Figure 2 shows comparable images of 8-mm thick slices
in the short-axis view of the Data Spectrum cardiac phan
tom. The superior spatial resolution of PET is apparentin
the thin, well-definedwalls of the phantom(1 cm thick) and
in the definition of the two lesions. The images from the
dual-headcamera, however, clearly defineboth lesions and
show that the dual-headcamera with the 511-keV collima
tor can resolve cold defects of 2 x 0.5 cm in the heart.

Contrast ratios (and errors based on ROl counts) calcu
lated for the hot lesions in a warm backgroundare shown
in Table 1 along with the actual concentrations at the time
of the measurements. The data show that the measured
contrast ratios obtained with PET are superior to those
obtained with the dual-head camera. This is to be expected
due to the superior resolution of PET. The theory of hot
spot recoveiy coefficients and contrast recovery coeffi
cients (14) predicts that absolute recovery of contrast can
only be obtained for spherical lesions that have diameters
of at least three times the FWFIMof the imaging system.
This theory would predict absolute recoveiy by PET
(FWHMof 8 mm)forlesions of2.4 cm diameterandlarger,
and by SPECT (FWFIMof 17 mm) for lesions of 5.1 cm
diameter and larger. Hot lesion detectibility, however, is
determined by lesion uptake, and the phantom data predict
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FIGURE 3. A36-yr-oldmanwfthchronicischen@ccardkmyopa
thy.(A)Twenty-fourhour@Â°1fland (B)18FDG-PETattenUatedshort
a@dsimagesof the heart show an infedorwalldefect. (C)18@
SPECT nonattanuated short-axis images ofthe heart show a similar
defect The slightdecrease InactMtyseen in the superiormedial
aspectofthe imageIsoveremphasizedbythe colorscale.Thiswas
vedfiedon reviawofthe grayscale Images.

thatlesions 2 cm with uptakeratiosof5:1 can be detected
with the dual-head camera, assuming adequate counting
statistics in the images.

CiInicaiResults
Group 1. Eight of nine cardiac patients had matching

perfusion and metabolic defects consistent with prior ml
arctions (Fig. 3), and four patients also had separate areas
of mismatch consistent with hibernatingmyocardium. A
heart transplant patient had no significant metabolic abnor
mality. The number, size and distribution of metabolic
defects seen with 18@T@imagingwere similarwith SPECF
and PET. The â€˜8FDO-SPECTimages were all of excellent
quality, although the resolution of the PET images was
slightly superior to those of 18FDG-SPECT. In all nine
patients, the clinical assessment as to the amountof viable
myocardium present was similar with SPECF and PET.

Group 2. In seven of eight patients, neoplastic tissue
visualized with 18FD0-PET was visualized with subse-â€¢
quent â€˜8FDG-SPEC1as well or almost as well (scores 3â€”2)
(Figs. 4â€”5).One patient evaluated for elevated catechola
mines demonstrateda small areaof mildly increased activ
ity in the mid-left lung field with â€˜8FDG-PET(SUV = 2.4),
which corresponded to a benign fibronodularinfiltrateon
Cr extendingover2 x 4 cm.Thisbenignlesionwasnot
visualized with â€˜8FDG-SPECF.Twelve malignant lesions
were detected by 18FDG-PETin seven patients. Ten ma
lignant lesions were detected by â€˜8FDG-SPECTin six pa



most consistent with either infarction or a low-grade
glioma, could not be identified on â€˜8FDG-PETor
SPECF. A 2-cm rim-enhancing cerebellar lesion was iden
tilled as hypometabolic with â€˜8@G..PET, but could not be
visualized with 18FDG-SPECF against the warm back
ground of the cerebellum in an AIDS patient. In two pa
tients, postsurgical hypometabolic regions were identified
with both â€˜8FDG-PETand â€˜8FDG-SPECF,with no areas of
high-grade tumor recurrence visualized in either patient.
Physiologic â€˜8FDGuptake allowed good delineation of
basal ganglia, thalamus and cortical detail in all patients
with both PET and SPECF, although the resolution of the
PET images was distinctly superior.

Summaryof Results
The diagnostic informationobtained from the studies of

the cardiacpatients demonstratedno significantadvantage
of PETversus â€˜8FDG-SPECT.Seven of the eight oncology
patients studied demonstrated concordance between the
PET and SPECT images. The lesions not visualized in the
Group 2 patients with â€˜8FDG-SPECFwere @1.5cm in
diameter with central necrosis and one larger benign lesion
with a relatively low â€˜8p@1)Guptake. Our â€˜8FDG-SPECT
datafromthe Group3 patients are inconclusive andrequire
a largerseries of patients.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to assess the feasibility of
using specially designed 5i1-keV collimators for 18@W@
SPECr imaging with the APEX Helix dual-head gamma
camera (Elscint). All patients underwent PET imaging
prior to imaging with the APEX Helix due to constraints

imposed by the approved Institutional Review Board pro
tocol. Therefore, the activity of â€˜8Fat the time of SPECF
imaging was always less (sometimes <50%) than that at the
time of PET imaging. The study group consisted of 21
patientswith a variety of cardiac, oncologic and neurologic
diseases.

Imaging of the heart with PET and â€˜8FDG-SPECTpro
vided equivalent diagnostic information regarding myocar
dial viability. As reviewed by Go et al. (15), the higher
accuracy of PET as compared to @Â°1Tl-SPECTis related to
both enhanced contrast (not spatial) resolution and accu
rate attenuation correction. In contrast to 20111-SPECF,
the high energyof â€˜8Fresults in excellent imagecontrast
with 18FDG-SPECTsimilar to PET. The larger field of
view of the APEX Helix (40 cm) when imaging patients
with cardiomegaly simplifies positioning in comparison to
PET. Other investigators have reported success with both
planarand â€˜8FDG-SPECTimagingof the heart (12,16â€”18).
Preliminary outcome data reported by Bax et al. (17) indi
cate that â€˜8FDG-SPECTmay be comparable to 18@G..
PET (6) in predictingmyocardialrecoveiy following revas
cularization. Despite the use of more complex imaging
protocols, both 20â€•fland @9'c-MIBI SPECT continue to
underestimate myocardial viability (7,819â€”22).The data
m this report and that of others (12,16â€”18)indicate that
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FIGURE 4. A 41-yr-oldman with a recurrent squamous-call car
cinomaofthe tongue,irradiated3 mo pnorto the scan. (A)18@
PET: axial images show an areaoflncreased uptake in the region of
the posterior tongue (arrow).(B)18FD0-SPECT: axial images show
thesameareaofincreaseduptakeas the18FDG-PETscan(arrow).

tients. In one patient with adenocarcinomawho had mul
tiple hepatic metastases of < 1.5 cm demonstratedby MM,
two lesions were faintly visualized by â€˜8FDG-PET.An
accurate standard uptake ratio for these two lesions could
not be calculated because of their small size and central
necrosis. These were the only malignantlesions not visu
alized with â€˜8FDG-SPECF.

Gmup 3. Of the four patients who underwent brain im
aging, none demonstrated a hypermetabolic focus on
â€˜8pJ@GPETor â€˜8FDG-SPECT.A typical brain scan is
shown in Figure 6. In one patient, a i-cm brainstemlesion,
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FIGURE 5. A 66-yr-oldwomanwithcoloncarcinomametastaticto the lIverand priorpartialhepatectomy.(A@B)CT scans showtwo
lesions (arrows)withcalcifIcationin the liver(2 cm, 2.7 cm). (C) 1@FDG-PET:transaxlalImagesof the livershow Increaseduptake
correspondingto the twolesionsscanned on CT plusan additionallesionInthe regionof her priorresection(arrows).SIN 4.5-6.7. (D)
1@FDG-SPECT:transaxialImagesofthe livershowthree hypermetaboliclesions.

â€˜8FDGSPE@'is of equal utility to PET for assessment of
myocardial viability.

Numerous other investigators have reported detection
of malignanciesusing â€˜8FDO-SPECTimagingwith variable
success (12,23,24). The generally high tumor-to-back
ground ratio of 3:1 (frequently 10:1) seen with 18}@G
imaging of malignant tumors (25,26) represents a signifi
cant advantage of oncology imaging with 18fl)G. As dem
onstratedwith our hot sphere phantomdata, tumorswith a
ratio of 5:1 should be visible if 2.0 cm in diameter, as
suming adequate counting statistics in the image. The de
tectibiity of malignant neoplasms with â€˜8@1)G,however,
depends not only on size but also on intensity of 18@T@
uptake, degree of central necrosis, tumor depth and con

trast with surrounding structures. The only tumors not
detected by â€˜8FDG-SPECFin this study were small (1.5
cm) and demonstrated decreased â€˜8FDGuptake due to
central necrosis or benignity. Malignant tumors larger than
2 cm were detected equally by both PET and SPECT. As
demonstrated in Figure 5, â€˜8FDG-SPECTin certain cir
cumstances may be more accurate than CT in determining
tissue malignancy (27,28). Quantitation of activity utilizing
the SUV is inaccuratewhen examiningtumors <2 cm due
to volume averagingerrors (28).

The limited resolution of â€˜8FDG-SPECTprovides a sig
nificant challenge for imaging small intracerebral lesions.
Based on phantom data and the limited data in this study,
â€˜8@GSPE@ should be helpful in differentiatinghigh
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a thicker ciystal mightbe advantageous for 511-keV imag
ing due to increased efficiency, it would hinder the use of
the camera for other routine imaging applications with
standard low-energy radioisotopes.

cONCLUSION

Our data and that of others suggest that â€˜8FDG-SPECT
imaging has achieved sufficient sensitivity and resolution to
enable detection of hibernating myocardium (1Z16â€”18).
The detection of malignantneoplasms with â€˜8FDG-SPECT
is possible for non-necrotic tumors of 2 cm in diameter
assuming adequate uptake in the tumor.

PET continues to be more advantageous than l8f@T@..
SPECF in its ability to detect small tumors and remains a
powerful research modality with greater access to physio
logical and biochemical pathways and their measurements,
includingreceptor systems, than any other currently avail
able in vivo imagingmodality.
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